
SKYPE S PORTER FIVE FORCES

Microsoft Porter's Five Forces are illustrated in the figure below.. Threat of substitute products or services for Microsoft
is low. Dynamics CRM Online, Microsoft Office , OneDrive, Skype, Xbox Live, and Yammer.

If you have strong and durable barriers to entry, then you can preserve a favorable position and take fair
advantage of it. Other criticisms include: It places too much weight on the macro-environment and doesn't
assess more specific areas of the business that also impact competitiveness and profitability [9] It does not
provide any actions to help deal with high or low force threats e. In terms of aircrafts for example, only two
major suppliers exist: Boeing and Airbus. This limits the profitability of an industry as there is not only the
threat of a new entrant, there is also the threat of losing the supplier. Retaliation from the existing market
players is not a discouraging factor. Substitutes are often overlooked as they can appear to provide something
completely different but they need to be considered when thinking about overall competitiveness of a
company. Although, there is generally low buyer propensity to choose substitute products and services as
discussed above, the absence of switching costs to substitutes may increase their threat to a certain extent.
Threat of substitutes This force is broken down into the following sections: Competitive landscape â€” basis
of competition Definition â€” similar industries This force is broken down into the following sections: Major
companies Competitive landscape â€” basis of competition Competitive landscape â€” barriers to entry
Competitive landscape â€” capital and labour intensity Competitive landscape â€” market share concentration
Life cycle Industry outlook So check out IBISWorld today and search for industry and market reports that
cover UK, US, China, Australia and Global sectors. In More Personal Computing segment, on the other hand,
alternative platforms and devices, mainly from Apple and Google, providers of entertainment services such as
Sony and Nintendo represent competition for Microsoft. This extended model is also known as the Value Net
Model. A supplier group is powerful if: It is more concentrated than the industry it is selling to It doesn't
heavily rely on the industry to gain revenue Switching costs are high for the industry members Suppliers
produce unique products that have no substitutes Can legitimately threaten forward integration â€” if the
industry itself is making a higher amount of money in relation to the supplier, it may provoke them to enter the
market. Threat of Entry: Dangers of entrance in the Skype production market are low because of the truth that
structure wafer fabs and acquiring devices is very expensive. However, since both coffee and energy drink
fulfill a similar need i. Supplier power This force is broken down into the following sections: Products and
markets â€” supply chain Major companies Competitive landscape â€” cost structure benchmarks 4. The
concentration of suppliers and the availability of substitute suppliers are important factors in determining
supplier power. Supplier Power. It takes quite some upfront investments to start an airline company e. Top
Quality Work Skype Porter Five 5 Forces Analysis Application of this model can help Skype to determine the
industry attractiveness and understand its competitive positioning in the market. For Microsoft, the cost of
supplies relative to selling price of its products is low and this can be highlighted as another factor that
decreases supplier bargaining power. History[ edit ] The model is an extension of Porter's five forces model 
Here are some factors that reduce the threat of new entrants for Skype: Entry in the industry requires
substantial capital and resource investment. How Skype can tackle the Threat of New Entrants? The fact that
these tactical gamers do not allow the Taiwanese OEMs to have access to modern technology shows that they
have a greater negotiating power somewhat. If one cannot function without the other, the impact is high. The
effect of complementary goods on an industry's profitability generally depends on how reliant the product or
service is on the compatible product. Price competition is particularly destructive to profitability as it is easy to
identify price competition meaning other competitors can retaliate. Martyn Richard Jones, while consulting at
Groupe Bull , developed an augmented five forces model in Scotland in  It is thus argued Wernerfelt [8] that
this theory be combined with the resource-based view RBV in order for the firm to develop a sounder
framework. Similarly, there are some factors that increase the Rivalry among existing firms for Skype For
example, the company will face intense Rivalry among existing firms if market players are strategically
diverse and target the same market. Porter makes clear that for diversified companies, the primary issue in
corporate strategy is the selection of industries lines of business in which the company will compete. This
looks at the number and strength of your competitors. The following factors intensify the level of rivalry in the
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industry: 1. Complementors are known as the impact of related products and services already in the market.


